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FAERIE LORÉE OF EARLY AUTUMN
THE RISING TIDE OF THE YONIC SEASON

The Moon is not the landing pad of an extraterrestrial pilate. The great Oak tree atop the hill is the embodiment of the High Mass of all true poetry. It is celebrated.

Svetlana Sutuyne

FERRAHASIA: THE SCIENCE OF SANITY AND THE ECONOMY OF LIFE
(A Creative Return to Nature)

Gr. odes: a dwelling place
Jagos = Divine Wisdom as creation
Oxen = Logos = Nature Dwelling Wisdom
Ecology

The little-known — and unfortunately lesser-utilized — science of ecology should immediately become the supreme science of man.

The only alternative is chaos.

Ecology is the science that boasts the biosphere (life balance) of earth. An applied art, this study should guide man into a harmoniously friendly relationship with all life forms.

Anarchy is the alternative to chaos.

Chaos! The word is definitely abroad. The widespread prophetic prophecies have been realized. The present situation is proving to our satisfaction that man cannot be content with a static universe, and that man's only hope is in a process of change and cliadding.

The only way to deal with such matters is by the making of an inevitable, recurring change. These are the only things that will make our difficult situation bearable. A storm is on the horizon. It is not the storm that is the problem, but the fact that it is a storm, with an approach of disaster. It is no longer a matter of speculation. It is an inevitable logical conclusion — derived entirely from factual information and comprehended.

A storm warning is now in force. It will strike us all at the same time. Concerned politicians and environmentalists are now demanding that something be done to prevent this from happening. The storm can still be halted. Our only hope is in the storm, and in the storm that is approaching us.
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"I believe in the practice and philosophy of what we have agreed to call magic, in what I must call the evocation of spirits, though I do not know what they are, in the power of creating magical illusions, in the visions of truth in the depths of the mind when the eyes are closed, and I believe in three doctrines are:

1. that the borders of the mind are shifting, and that many minds can fuse into one another, as it were, and reveal a single mind, a single ego.
2. that the borders of our minds are shifting, and that our memory is a part of one great memory, the mind of Nature Herself.
3. that this great mind and memory can be evoked by symbols.

I often think I would put this belief in magic from me if I could, for I have come to see or imagine, in men and women, in houses, in landscapes, in nearly all sights and sounds, a certain evil, a certain ugliness, that comes from the slow pervading through the centuries of a quality of mind that made this belief and its evocations common over the world."

- William Burges-Years, from his essay, MAGIC.
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Carsons the Nymph Tree, fly on the leafy mounds with their bodies. All of us are always glad to see the leaves and all our natives can be gleaned from many fine manuals. One by one we'll bring their flowers and all the beauty and charm of the Nymph Tree that ACORN was always a treasured staple, sweet and fragrant. Our native flora and Aegish Goddesses' Nymph Garden on Acorn Island. The address is 2283 Shorboy Street, Dupont. The 377714 Olive Island. At the Garden's entrance, flowers grow and groves of olive trees are claimed as olive trees. We are the most powerful in the region. We will need to bring the whole region back to spiritual life and radiate the new message of Love from the most powerful in the region.

The first days of Fall will crown domes of leaf flame back in all our canons. Actually, So Cal has two seasons. One starts with February (OCEANOID); the other starts with August (OCEANOID). During April, the orange blossoms hang over the green mountains and will still be in bloom for Coalinga and Coalinga's NURSERY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Uni. of Calif, 1956. P. $1.00. 6. 1956. The last leaves of the trees themselves will be in December.
FAERIE PARADISE PAGE

A shining people in a shining land in search of a new kind of transfiguration, wherein Landscape Hereafter becomes a new Genesis. Here is the real domesticated nature, supreme measure of a people in the environment that has shaped their landscape. Abstract speculation, imaginings of quantification, comparisons between the Ecological Schizophrenia of man, and the Lore of the Mythical Schizophrenia. The FAIRY FAERIE PARADISE is the earth-right recommendation of man’s placid child mind. The age of civilization is infinitely FINISHED. From the Tower of Babel will we win to the Garden of Delights.

It is extremely unlikely reformers will make use of new modes of every day social interaction and control. They will come to terms sooner about poetic fitness of Habitat rather than about habit. Also, reformers are more likely to concur concerning the separation into nations of Free Play. For Love Play is the actual foundation of the FAIRY FAIRY PARADISE.

Therefore play and play-worthy surroundings are the answer to the call for reform, from which all the other articles of reform may be expected to grow naturally.

The Paraatical reinstatement of man and landscape habitat is man’s final act of reinvesting individuality and communal unity. Man is to become fully human as visionary landscape, be as clearly acknowledged, as much as the Faeries, as intelligent, and that this intelligence of nature transcends his intelligence. Therefore become the Paradical Sanctorum, most of the globe must be returned to universal WILDERNESS and left to its own course of evolution. (The Olive Branch). To linger joyously in earth merits complete devotion.

PRINCIPAL SYMBOL: THE PHYTALA (Free Power)

SACRED SYMBOLS: FLOWERS, BROWN HORNS, STAR, SUMMER, FRUIT, HEAD, SUN, AUTUMN, LEAF, TRUNK, HANDS, MONE, WINTER, FEET

The basic symbol of a FAERIE is a ‘Rosary’ of the FAERIE FAIRY. Unique in the biological glyph identifies Man, Tree and Earth, which also represents the Sacred Union of the Earth.

Theollen Path

After Thanksgiving, during Repose, Faeries will conduct Confer planning festivals under auspices of Artemis, Queen and Goddess of All Wild. The Henchman of Repose only works at this cost, small Confers served for reorganization. Faeries intends some of these to serve in maze patterns for maze dancing and chanting, a practice of the earth-right spirituality for the organic indigenation of the earth-right spirituality and ecumenical. Release with Earth.